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In this year's big return to the classic Air Presto running shoes series really gain a lot of popularity, once again overwhelmed by Nike
to build its new autumn and winter 2015 series color. In addition to the gray and black, as well as throughout the entire body of all-
black tone, and contrast and other familiar red and white color. In addition to the men, later also specifically added fresh vitality
several Volkswagen models for women to choose from. Expected that the series of shoes will be in major retail outlets shortly after
the shelves, a friend might like to pay more attention.
Air Jordan 4 Carmelo Anthony PE exposure 2013-12-08 22:26:20
Recently, a small melon Carmelo Anthony on the Internet to share with you a photo of the two pairs of Air Jordan 4 never seen
composition, causing a lot of shoes on the web fans exclaimed. We can see from the picture, in which a pair of white and red color of
the Air Jordan 4 tongue and heel are using the golden Jumpman Logo, in addition, there are all red one pair of suede build,
especially delicate. Both PE version upon exposure would arouse infinite imagination, looking forward to these two shoes can be
sold in the future.
Chinese shoes Network October 19 hearing, said a gang of three men! Even the god of basketball Michael Jordan is no exception.
There are even a lot of people say, Michael Jordan Scottie Pippen should kiss traversed the floor, because there is no Scottie
Pippen would not now of Michael Jordan. The appearance of the Nike Air Force 1 "Scottie Pippen" custom models, every detail as if
in tribute to the man behind the great God! Seven-time All-Star, averaged 21 points, 16 times into postseason ... This is a fine match
for each are designed so that fans see the NIKE company's careful thought.
CONVERSE X Oscar Niemeyer cooperation shoes Preview 2013-12-08 22:39:32 Oscar Niemeyer is famous Brazilian architect, he
is an advocate of Latin American modernist architecture, its design style building deep impact on the world. Recently, the trend of the
brand CONVERSE recruited the architect jointly and launch cooperation CONVERSE X Oscar Niemeyer series. This time a series
of works are beige tones, with red decorative details, the overall design is more eye-catching. It is noteworthy that this joint series of
shoes contains five kinds of shoes, there is always a can move your heart.
Details strengthen Nike SB Koston 2 has been released 2013-12-08 22:38:08 Nike's skateboarding Nike SB branch recently
released a Nike SB Koston 2, this shoe is the Nike SB Eric Koston's signing skaters launch signature shoes. The second generation
of boots boots than a generation, in more detail to get a lot of strengthening. Lunalon lightweight cushioning technology is still the
subject of this series, a new generation of Koston 2 uses a suede shoe body with more details breathable design, the entire section
looks more lightweight, breathable shoe. Members skateboarders, you heart it?
Full Japanese style Undercover X TheSoloIst joint shoes 2013-12-08 22:30:05 The presentation of the shoes for everyone is free to
Mr. Takahashi's Undercover and the leader, Mr. Yu founded Miyashita your brand TheSololst together to create the autumn and winter
series of shoes, this big open smile named Canvas Low Sneaker shoes are worn by the specially treated fabric edge composed
entirely of Japanese exudes style, toe Department also added two brand logo, very casual. This series introduced a total of three
dark blue-gray color, the specific release information has not been determined.
Jordan at the end of heavy news Spizike landing Nike iD 2013-12-08 22:05:12
Last year, Air Jordan 2011 to become the first double enter NikeiD of Jordan shoes, Jordan shoes, but also for the future into the
NikeiD accumulated experience. Although Tinker Air Jordan 2012 recently talked about not being included in NikeiD, but
unfortunately also ushered in another surprise --Jordan Spizike. If this is you, you will Spizike iD into what color it? I am really looking
forward to! It is not some classic color will reproduce it? April 24 $ 210 you can use to create exclusive of Jordan Spizike.
Nike Air Max + 2012 black / bright orange sale soon 2013-12-08 22:40:27 2012, Nike's racing series really is very rich, in addition,
the latest release like Flyknit shoes, but also kept to launch a variety of the latest color of the racing shoes. The Nike Air Max + 2012
black / bright orange is its latest in a work, this shoe Hyperfuse shoes with black as the foundation, with a simple white laces and
lining, shoe body biggest bright spot light Swoosh and the orange insole. The new color forthcoming sale in major stores, the friends
you want to start running shoes can refer to reference.
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] According to the German "Bild" Nov. 7 reported that due to the poor in major overseas
market performance, Adidas (Adidas) company this year, third quarter sales and earnings were falling sharply. 
reported that Adidas Board Chairman ϯ���� (Herbert Hainer) said: "The decline in performance is caused by many factors, but
mainly affected by exchange rate.." (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Cooperation
Media: shoes famous network global fashion brand network)
clean and neat shoes always fabulous, following the previously reported Kanye West on foot after a full white Yeezy Boost 350,
recently adidas Originals and once again goes to a pair of sterile white you Tubular X shoes. The main body of the shoe are white
tone coverage, mesh and leather are unified tone, and then carry on a white thick outsole go. With Yeezy Boost 750 and 350 of
sizzling, this adidas Originals Tubular X might be taken into account most of the shoes fans choice. Currently, the shoe has not yet
announced the sale of information, a friend might like to pay more attention.
clothing brand from the US East Coast 40's & ampShorties released the 2015 autumn and winter series catalog. Uphold the
interesting spoof style, overwhelmed by the release of a series of T-shirt, which is worth noting that there is in Kim Jong-un as the
main body, to be in the West Bank graffiti-style pattern to create the style, fun and full of humor. In addition, a series such as Virgin,
blending with and paying tribute to the rapper retro design elements are also showing personality. Reportedly, the series is now
available online on the store shelves, like a friend might go to buy.
< p > a few days ago the turquoise color after today for Jordan Brand's touted this year reform shoes air jordan future brought this
pair of brand-new "infrared 23" color. The shoes by the bright red nylon mesh composed of a shoe body, outsole also uses the same
tone echoes, equipped with white bottom, then supplemented by a Jumpman logo Yu Xieshe, insole and heel at the detail
embellishment. This new Jordan Future Air Sneaker will start on August 27th Politics and other Brand Jordan designated shops,
interested friends may wish to pay more attention to. 
/>
Nike sports players launch new autumn and winter 2012 Roshe Run shoes
2012-06-08 08:57:19 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Empty Island] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network June 8 news, sports brand knowledge, science and technology, or launch a single retro shoes, only to win



the hearts and minds of the two extremes of consumer groups, and the general needs of customers, it is both to meet sports , but
also to satisfy the casual style of style, two first-line, you can just connect it to win more applause. 
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